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Abstract

Statistical machine translation to morphologically richer languages is a challenging task and more so if the source 
and target languages differ in word order. Current state-of-the art MT systems thus deliver mediocre results. 
Adding more parallel data often helps improve the results; if it does not, it may be caused by various problems such 
as different domains, bad alignment or noise in the new data. We evaluate several available parallel data sources 
and provide cross-evaluation results on their combinations using two freely available statistical MT systems. We 
demonstrate various problems encountered in the data and describe automatic methods of data cleaning and 
normalization. We also show that the contents of two independently distributed data sets can unexpectedly overlap, 
which negatively affects translation quality. Together with the error analysis, we also present a new tool for viewing 
aligned corpora, which makes it easier to detect difficult parts in the data even for a developer not speaking the 
target language.

http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/umc/
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Text Normalization

● Convert the text to fully decomposed 
Unicode. For instance, any DEVANAGARI 
LETTER FA  will be replaced by the 
sequence DEVANAGARI LETTER PHA, 
DEVANAGARI SIGN NUKTA. Note that 
both strings are identical in appearance.

● Replace Devanagari digits (“ ”०१२३४५६७८९ ) 
by European digits (“0123456789”).

● Replace danda  (“ ”। ), double danda  (“ ”॥ ) and 
the Devanagari abbreviation sign (“ ”॰ ) by 
period (“.”).

● Replace candrabindu  by anusvar, e.g. 
“ ” प�+च by “ ”प�-च.

● Remove all occurrences of nukta,  effectively 
replacing “ ” क़ख़ग़ज़ड़ढ़फ़ by “ ”कखग�डढफ .

● Remove various control characters (yes, 
they occur in the data!), zero-width joiners 
and the like.

● Replace non-ASCII punctuation by their 
ASCII counterparts, i.e. “—“ by “-”.

The research has been supported by the grants MSM0021620838 and FP7-ICT-2007-3-231720 / 7E09003.

Corpus Sentences En Tokens Hi Tokens
Tides.train 50,000 1,226,144 1,312,435
Tides.dev 1,000 22,485 24,363
Tides.test 1,000 27,169 28,574

Daniel Pipes 6,761 176,392 122,108
Emille 3,501 55,660 71,010

ACL 2005 3,441 55,967 69,349
Agrocorpus 527 11,977 7,156

Wiki NE 2008 853 1,666 1,394
Wiki NE 2009 774 1,397 1,259

Shabd full 32,159 35,999 44,546
Shabd filt 1,422 1,470 1,422

Table 1: Overview of parallel corpora and dictionaries. 
Counts reflect clean subsets we used for experiments.

English Hindi/Persian Hindi/Sanskrit
language ज़ब�न zabāna भ�ष� bhāsRā

book क	त�ब kitāba प�सत	 pustaka
newspaper अख़ब�र axbāra samācāra-patra

beautiful ख़�ब��रत xūbsūrata ��न�र sundara
meat ग�शत gośta म��� māVsa

thank you श�क�य� śukriyā धनयव�� dhanyavāda

�म�च�र-पत

English Hindi

standards
स#$%डड'ज staimdardaja
स#$%डड'� staimdardasa
स#$%डड)'� staimdardsa

A dataset originally collected for the DARPA-TIDES surprise-
language contest in 2002, later refined at IIIT Hyderabad and 

provided for the NLP Tools Contest at ICON 2008.

A journalist Daniel Pipes' website (http://www.danielpipes.org/) 
limited-domain articles about the Middle East. Written in English, 

many of them translated to up to 25 other languages.

Monolingual, parallel and annotated corpora for fourteen South 
Asian languages (including Hindi) and English. (ELDA)

English-Hindi-Marathi-UNL parallel corpus from Resource Center 
for Indian Language Technology Solutions (http://www.cfilt.iitb.ac.in/
download/corpus/parallel/agriculture_domain_parallel_corpus.zip).

TM LM DT Dbleu Tbleu
Emille Emille Emille 9.33 10.16
Tides Tides Tides 11.45 12.08
Tides + DP Tides Tides 11.24 12.58
Tides + Emille Tides Tides 13.05 11.05
Tides + DP + EmilleTides Tides 12.98 11.32
Emille Emille Tides 9.03 1.75
Tides Tides TideSwap 12.78 10.66
Tides + DP Tides TideSwap 12.82 10.75
Tides + Emille Tides TideSwap 12.74 11.75
Tides + DP + EmilleTides TideSwap 12.64 11.68
Emille Emille TideSwap 2.26 7.38

OOV tokens unseen in train types unseen in train
Training = Tides Tides + DP Tides + dict Tides + DP + dict All – Tides Tides Tides + DP Tides + dict Tides + DP + dict All – Tides

Tides-test-en 369 348 363 (1.336%) 343 (1.262%) 2429 (8.940%) 363 343 357 (6.011%) 338 (5.691%) 1901 (32.009%)
Tides-test-hi 839 830 836 (2.926%) 828 (2.898%) 3310 (11.584%) 642 633 639 (10.882%) 631 (10.746%) 2465 (41.979%)
Tides-dev-en 464 421 462 (2.055%) 419 (1.863%) 1873 (8.330%) 459 418 457 (8.167%) 416 (7.434%) 1608 (28.735%)
Tides-dev-hi 619 607 618 (2.537%) 606 (2.487%) 2661 (10.922%) 580 568 579 (10.262%) 567 (10.050%) 2129 (37.735%)

String WX Equivalent Should be
ईन+�म'क#ओन) छ�क.मक�ओन/र) īnnormation chommisioner Information Commisioner इन1�म/'शन 	�कमशन/र informeśana komiśanera

|bhās; |BAR; । danda (sent. end)
r"-ūnśchs- Q-UNSCR- ???

|भ�ष);
ऋ-ऊणशछ)ष)-

source

reference

hypothesis

https://wiki.ufal.ms.mff.cuni.cz/user:zeman:addicter

Sentences (per cent) of also found in
2320 5,00%English Tides training Emille

107 11,00% English Tides dev Emille
0 0,00% English Tides test Emille

2320 69,00% English Emille Tides

English Hindi
Line No. Sentence Line No. Sentence Transliteration

1 A Shopper ' s Guide 1 śikāyata karane kā tarīqā madada kahām se milegī anuvāda kī tithī - sitambara 1999 
2 Your legal rights 2 A Shopper ' A Shopper '
3 How to complain 3 s Guide s Guide
… TOC, copyrights, addresses... … TOC, copyrights, addresses...
53 Before you buy 17 ख़र6�न/ �/ पहल/ xarīdane se pahale 
54 Do you know what precautions to take when buying a used car or what to do if your holiday hotel turns out to be a building site ?18 kyā āpa jānate haim ki koī istemāta kī gaī gārī xarīdane se pahale... 
… …
64 Buying goods 56 ��म�न ख़र6�न� sāmāna xarīdanā 
65 The law says that goods must be :57 च6ज़�% 	/ ब�र/ म/% 	�न�न 	हत� ह$ क	 उन	� कन.नकलक:त ह�न� ज़रर6 ह$<cīzom ke bāre mem kānūna kahatā hai... 
… …

342 See page 93 for the address . 871 pa te ke lie pr"stha 36 dekhie . 
343 Useful Organisations end of file
344 Listed here are some of the main bodies which can help if you have a problem . 

कश	�यत 	रन/ 	� तर6क़� म�� 	ह�� �/ कमल/ग6 अन�व�� 	6 कतथ6 

कय� आप ज�नत/ ह$% क	 	�ई इसत/म�ल 	6 गई ग�ड़6 ख़र6�न/ �/ पहल/ कय� ��वध�न6 बरत6 ज�न6 च�कहय/ य� छ�ट6 मन�न/ 	/ कलय/ आप	/ द�र� च�न� गय� ह�#ल व��तव म/% 	�छ और ह6 कन	ल/ 

प त/ 	/ कलए पFष 36 �/क:ए ।

Table 2: WX encoding is a 1-1 mapping to Latin letters, frequently used to encode Indian languages. If the 
original text was in one known Indian script (Devanagari in the case of Hindi texts), the original text can be 
completely reconstructed from the WX-encoded text. However, if the original text contained more than one 
script (most notably, embedded English words in Latin script), all script changes must be encoded using 
escape sequences. The Tides corpus apparently has been encoded in WX at some stage but without the 
embedded Latin letters being taken care of. During reverse conversion to Devanagari, embedded Latin was 
unfortunately treated as WX-encoded Hindi; so were some control sequences, too.

Table 4: Nonuniform transcription of English 
loanwords makes data sparser and 
complicates experiment evaluation.

Table 5: Sets of synonyms from two sources: original Sanskritic vocabulary 
vs. Perso-Arabic vocabulary. This complicates translation selection, too.

Table 6: Sentence alignment of Emille cannot be performed automatically because of large amounts of 
nonparallel text, especially at the beginning and end of documents. We used a manually aligned and cleaned 
subset of Emille, courtesy of the team of IIT Mumbai.

प��/कश	 - जन�%खय� ब%ग�ल6 ब%गल��/श हप�व6' ब%ग�लह �/ आए अकध	�%श कवसथ�कपत �कQण अ%डम�न , न/ल , ह$वल�	 , मधय अ%डम�न , 
उ<arI AMDmaana tqaa ilaiTla AMDmaana maoM basaae gae .
pradeśika – janasaṁkhyā baṁgālī baṁglādeśa (hya)pūrvī baṁgāla(hr̥) se āe adhikāṁśa visthāpita dakṣiṅa aṁḍamāna , nel , haivalāka , 
madhya aṁḍamāna , u<arI AMDmaana tqaa ilaiTla AMDmaana maoM basaae gae .
Regional Groups Most of the refugees from Bangladesh ( East Bengal ) were settled in South Andaman , Neil , 
Havelock , North Andaman , Middle Andaman and Little Andaman .

Table 3: Broken transcription in the middle of a sentence occurs in more than 200 instances. The Latin 
characters are not in the WX encoding. Highlighted in red are nonsense Devanagari characters corresponding to 
parentheses, also lost in conversion process.

Why does Emille hurt the BLEU score?

Table 7: Cross-evaluation of various corpora, using Joshua (Li et al. 2009) MT system. TM = training data for 
translation model; LM = training data for language model; DT = development and test data (Emille: we split 
the 3501 Emille sentence pairs to 3151 training, 175 development and 175 test; TideSwap: Tides test data 
were used as development data, and vice versa). Dbleu: final BLEU score on development data. Tbleu: BLEU 
score on test data. General observation: training on Emille and tuning on Tides (not TideSwap) causes 
overfitting.

Table 8: The answer:

Emille significantly overlaps with Tides!

Error Analysis

Table 9: Out-of-vocabulary rate. Number of tokens and types encountered in test / 
development data that were not known from the training data. English and Hindi 
evaluated separately. Individual columns represent various sets of training data, 
rows correspond to test data sets. The figures clearly show that non-Tides data are 
not able to significantly reduce the OOV rate. The Tides training data is much larger 
than all the other sets, and its domain is a better match for the Tides test and 
development data.

Addicter

Addicter (Automatic Detection and Display of Common Translation Errors) is a tool for 
analysis of errors of machine translation systems. It indexes aligned parallel corpora and 
shows examples of words in context. Besides training data, we can also post-compute word 
alignments of development and test data (both with reference translation and with system 
hypothesis) and view these, too.

Dynamic HTML is used for the viewing. All words are clickable to quickly navigate to the 
sequence of examples of every word in the corpus. An alignment summary (right) shows the 
most frequent counterparts a particular word has got aligned to. For most words this gives a 
good clue of the actual meaning of the word (i.e. you do not need to understand both 
languages in the pair). Words in languages that do not use the Latin script (such as Hindi) are 
also shown transliterated.

Future versions should include browsing the phrase table / extracted grammar. A lemmatized 
version of the data (provided a lemmatizer is available) will help to identify morphology-
related translation errors. Another (already existing) tool to be integrated to Addicter is a 
system comparator that highlights common and missing N-grams in two system outputs vs. 
the reference translation.

हहद	

http://www.danielpipes.org/
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